
Full integration with i-Reporter allows real-time 
visualization of projects and tasks!

Real-time communication between managers and those 
on-site, on the factory floor, or doing a customer field visit.

Project & process management system 
for manufacturing, quality inspection, 
maintenance inspection, and more.

Work Results 
Reporting

Deliverables such as 
completion of forms 

are reported using the 
integration with i-

Reporter.

Project
Setup

Easily set up a 
project, assign 
tasks, and other 
work processes.

Schedule & 
create work 

orders
Check work orders 

anytime or anywhere 
via smart device.

On-site work 
reporting

Quickly and easily 
report the start and 
completion of work 

tasks.

Communication 
Hub

Progress 
monitoring

Status updates of 
all work progress 

are available in 
real-time.

The #1 software in Japan for 
paperless forms.

Digitize your entire paper-
based reporting workflow.Full integration with i-Reporter
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Easy to operate

Paperless forms

Real-time monitoring



Real-time display of progress
Get status updates in real-time three ways!

Three different ways to view the status and 
progress of projects allow you to see what work has 
not started, started, and is completed on-site.

Do you have any of these issues?

Using Excel as a planning and progress management tool, but 
is inefficient and limiting

Improve the way on-site projects are managed!

Don't know what is happening "now" on-site or in the field

Are using paper inspection forms that are clumsy to use
and labor-intensive to fill out

Two ways to deploy!

How to deploy and use

i-Reporter is not required

It's so simple and easy to use! Also multifunctional.
Works across any kind of industry on-site needs.

Developed for on-site and in-field usage, it can be used right away.
Create workflows that are custom to different on-site locations, products, 
or customers.
Gantt charts can be easily created and other features work intuitively with 
easy-to-use controls.

Anytime & anywhere access!
Via your smartphone or tablet.

Use your smart device to check in on progress, file reports, and stay up to 
date regardless of time or location.

Be free from the hassle of managing physical 
paper forms

Digital inspection forms allow for greater efficiency!

Use forms your company is accustomed to that you've made in Excel on the 
iPad or other smart devices in ways not possible with paper.
Improve the accuracy and efficiency of on-site reporting with i-Reporter 
forms connected to work orders planned out in i-Repo Project.
* i-Reporter is a separate product.

Easy to create work procedures

Task list Gantt chart Kanban

OR
With

Stand aloneORSelf-Host Hosted


